
 5 Simple Steps to Switch from 
Zipwhip in Less Than 24 Hours

You know that the Zipwhip platform is shutting down soon, and you need a new platform that you can switch to 
without a huge hassle.
 
We’ll walk you through 5 simple steps of how to easily switch to Mobile Text Alerts from Zipwhip in less than 24 
hours.

Creating a free trial account with Mobile Text Alerts takes less than 30 seconds and there’s no commitment 
or credit card required.

1 Create a Free Account with Mobile Text Alerts

Our pricing structure is simple and is based on how many messages you’d like to send on a monthly basis 
(no contracts). You can view a full list of plans here.

2 Decide How Many Messages You Want to Send

Copy the contacts from your Zipwhip database and paste them into a spreadsheet software such as 
Google Sheets or Microsoft Excel. (Alternatively, you can contact Zipwhip support to place an export 
request for your data.)

Then you can easily drag and drop your spreadsheet file into your Mobile Text Alerts account to import the 
contacts to your new platform. See this tutorial for more details.

3 Export Your Contacts From Zipwhip

If you’d like to continue sending texts from the same phone number you’re currently using on Zipwhip, 
simply provide your phone number to a Mobile Text Alerts representative and we can port the number to 
our platform.
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Submit the Phone Number You’d Like to Send From (Optional)

At any point in the process, you can schedule a demo with one of our experts to get a full walkthrough of 
the product. They can answer any questions you may have about getting started.

We understand that transitioning to a new product can be intimidating and frustrating. We are committed to 
making your switch away from Zipwhip as smooth and seamless as possible! Don’t hesitate to let us know if you 
have any questions.
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Schedule a Product Demo

Instant 14-Day Free Trial

austin.rugh@mobile-text-alerts.com | Mobile Text Alerts | (531) 739-8280
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